
Key Area Key Function Function Activity/NOS Title NOS Code SCC

Make sure people in your business can do their work CFAOP5 Skills CFA

Develop people’s skills for your business CFAOP6 Skills CFA

Recruit people for your business CFAOP3 Skills CFA

Manage the recuritment and placement of volunteers SFTMVC1 3RD SECTOR 

> Resources > Manage physical resources > Manage physical resources CFAM&LEB3 Skills CFA

> Finance > Manage cash flow > Manage budgets CFAM&LAE4 Skills CFA

> Projects and events > Manage projects > Plan and manage a land-based project or event LANCS45 Lantra

Monitor and maintain health, safety and security LANCS2 Lantra

Promote, monitor and maintain health, safety and security LANCS3 Lantra

Provide a safe, healthy and secure working environment LANCS80 Skills CFA

Manage security for a wildlife management area LANGWM7 Lantra

> Environmental good practice and 

sustainability
> Promote environmental good 

practice
> Manage the environmental and social impacts of your work CFAM&LEB4 Skills CFA

> Personal skills > Maintain and use personal skills > Use IT to support own role CFASAS231 Skills CFA

> Personal development > Improve your own skills and 

knowledge
> Manage and be accountable for own performance in a business 

environment
CFABAA627 Skills CFA

Develop and sustain productive working relationships with 

stakeholders
CFAM&LDD2 Skills CFA

Establish and maintain working relationships with others LANCS4 Lantra

> Customer relations > Maintain effective customer 

relations
> Build and maintain effective customer relations CFACSB15 Skills CFA

Manage public relations for a wildlife management area LANGWM8 Lantra

Minimise and deal with aggressive and abusive behaviour
SFSCWD14

Skills for 

Security
Maintain public relations for a wildlife management area LANGa20 Lantra

Maintain, repair and use 

equipment and machinery 
> Equipment and machinery > Maintain equipment and machinery 

ready for use 
> Carry out routine maintenance and repair of equipment and machinery LANCS25 Lantra 

Prepare sporting aids and equipment to support game shooting 

activities LANGa1 Lantra 

Support game shooting activities LANGa2 Lantra 

Contribute to organising game shooting activities LANGa19 Lantra 

Support participants on a shoot day LANGa3 Lantra 

Assist game shooting by loading shotguns LANGa4 Lantra 

Use shotguns and rifles safely for pest control and sporting purposes LANGa5 Lantra 

Implement and monitor wild deer culls LANGWM13 Lantra

Stalk and cull deer LANGa17 Lantra 

Contribute to the development of a sporting plan LANGa22 Lantra

Establish a game-shooting programme LANGWM1 Lantra 

Manage the implementation of shoot day activites LANGWM2 Lantra 

Prepare large game carcasses for entry into the human food chain LANGa18 Lantra 
Control the entry of small game carcasses into the human food chain LANGa31 Lantra 

Understand food safety management procedures (Wild game meat) IMPMP324Kv1 Improve

Check food safety management procedures (Wild game meat) IMPMP323Sv1 Improve

Develop a game and wildlife management plan LANGWM3 Lantra

Implement and monitor a game and wildlife management plan LANGWM4 Lantra
Develop a game bird production programme LANGWM10 Lantra
Develop a wild deer management plan LANGWM11 Lantra
Support game populations LANGa9 Lantra 

Contribute to the development and implementation of a wild game 

management plan LANGa23 Lantra 

Monitor game populations and habitats LANGa8 Lantra 

Implement and monitor a game management plan LANGWM12 Lantra
Contribute to the development of a deer management plan LANGa24 Lantra 

Identify and assess rural land use LANCS70 Lantra

Manage personal skills and 

development 

Working relationships
Maintain productive working 

relationships

>

Plan and carry out shoot day 

activities
>

>

Shooting activities

> Manage a sporting estate 

>

>

Functional Map - Game and Wildlife 

Maintain the workforce

Industry Key Purpose: Manage and maintain a game and wildlife management area and support shooting activities 

>

> >

>

Develop staff

Staff management

>

Maintain health, safety, 

security and the environment

>

>

>Maintain health, safety and security Health, safety and security 

>

Site management

Maintain effective public relations 

>>

Provide goods and services  to 

customers

Game management

> >

> Manage game populations >

Prepare wild game meat for human 

consumption

Manage the workforce and the 

organisation

>

>

Public relations> >

Game meat preparation

>

Manage game and wildlife 

activities
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Identify rural business opportinities LANCS71 Lantra

Monitor access to a wildlife management area LANGa7 Lantra

Contribute to the prevention of rural crime in a wildlife management 

area
LANGa21 Lantra

Develop a habitat management plan LANGWM5 Lantra
Implement and monitor a habitat management plan LANGWM6 Lantra
Maintain and improve game and wildlife habitat LANGa10 Lantra 
Contribute to the management of game habitat LANGa25 Lantra 
Maintain and improve the habitats of fisheries LANFiM4 Lantra
Carry out prescribed burning activities as part of vegetation 

management
LANGa11 Lantra 

Contribute to the management of prescribed burning as part of 

vegetation management
LANGa26 Lantra 

Provide advice and information to anglers on a fishery LANFiM5 Lantra
Manage suspected incidents of unauthorised fishing LANFiM7 Lantra
Monitor and confirm compliance with the requirements of the fishery LANFiM6 Lantra
Produce fisheries management plans LANFiM21 Lantra
Manage the implementation of fisheries management plans and 

assess the impact on the fishery
LANFiM22 Lantra

Construct paths or surfaces LANCS16 Lantra
Maintain and repair paths or surfaces LANCS17 Lantra
Construct structures LANCS18 Lantra
Maintain and repair structures LANCS19 Lantra
Co-ordinate the construction and maintenance of land-based site 

infrastructure
LANCS22 Lantra

Manage infrastructure for a wildlife management area LANGWM9 Lantra

Support the production of fertile gamebird eggs LANGa13 Lantra 

Suppor the production of gamebird chicks LANGa14 Lantra 

Support the rearing of gamebird chicks and juvenile gamebirds LANGa15 Lantra 

Support the release of juvenile gamebirds LANGa16 Lantra 

Contribute to the production of fertile gamebird eggs LANGa27 Lantra 

Contribute to the production of gamebird chicks LANGa28 Lantra 

Contribute to the rearing of gamebird chicks and juvenile gamebirds LANGa29 Lantra 

Implement the release of juvenile gamebirds LANGa30 Lantra 

Assist with the catching of gamebirds for breeding LANGa12 Lantra 

Care for and handle animals used to support gamekeeping and wildlife 

management activities
LANGa6 Lantra 

Implement training programmes for animals LANAnC52 Lantra 
Handle and care for animals to enable them to work effectively LANAnC16 Lantra 

Control veterbrate pests and predators using traps LANCS78 Lantra 
Control veterbrate pests and predators by shooting LANCS79 Lantra 
Control veterbrate pests populations using chemical means LANCS84 Lantra 

Prepare and carry out shotgun training LANGa32 Lantra 

Plan, manage and evaluate shot gun training LANGa33 Lantra 

Working animals Care for working animals>

> Manage a sporting estate 

Control vertebrate pestsPest control> >

>

>

>

> Maintain game populations 

Maintain infrastructure>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Site management

Breed gamebirds

Manage habitats

Manage a fishery>

Manage game and wildlife 

activities

>

Prepare and deliver trainingProvide education and training> > >
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